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1 Introduction 

 

The purpose of this document is to provide a step by step sample configuration of the UCS PVLAN 

feature functionality. 

 

2 Test Requirements 

 Software 

 -  UCS Balboa (1.4) beta image 

 Hardware Requirements 

o UCS Test system with two 6100s 

o Upstream switch capable of PVLAN support (Catalyst or Nexus) 

o Three VLANS that can be used to create the PVLAN topology 

o 2 Blades in the UCS system that can be used to verify the PVLAN configuration 
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3 Test Cases 

 

3.1 PVLAN topology 
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3.1.1 PVLAN Prerequisites 
 

PVLAN information on UCS. 
 

Private VLAN is a feature used to divide a normal VLAN into isolated Layer 2 partitions to provide 

Layer 2 level isolation to end hosts. PVLAN provides this isolation by using just two VLANs and hence 

conserves the VLAN space. 

 

In UCSM, service profile defines the logical server configuration of a blade in the chassis connected to 

the UCSM. Every vNIC of this service profile represents a virtual network interface card on the adaptor 

of the blade and is represented as a virtual interface on the Fabric Interconnects. UCSM views all such 

virtual interfaces corresponding to different vNICs across all the chassis as individual hosts connected to 

the switch. It is these virtual interfaces that are considered as end hosts for which different levels of L2 

isolation needs to be provided by defining appropriate VLAN associations and port modes for them 

 

Limitations 

 In Balboa (1.4) release community vlans are not supported. Only connectivity on an 

isolated VLAN is supported 

 A VNIC can never be a promiscuous port as the IOM does not support promiscuous access 

ports. So a VNIC can only be an end host and belong to an isolated VLAN. 

 If there are multiple isolated VLANs in the allowed VLAN list of a vNIC, then each  

isolated VLAN will have to be mapped to a distinct primary VLAN as there can only be one 

primary VLAN associated with an isolated VLAN on a given port 

 Using the Primary VLAN in a Service Profile is not supported. Connecting an SP to a 

primary VLAN will provide local network connectivity within the UCS system but not 

northbound. 
 
 

3.1.2 Configure PVLAN on upstream Switch 

 

Requirements:  

 
In our topology we have a single Catalyst 6500 upstream for both 6100s. The configuration would be the 

same regardless if it was multiple switches or a single switch.  
 

 

Configuration steps: 
 

On the upstream switch create VLAN 126-128 with VLAN 126 as the primary VLAN, VLAN 127 as the 

isolated VLAN and VLAN 128 as the community VLAN 
 

cae-cat6k-1(config)#vlan 126 

cae-cat6k-1(config-vlan)# private-vlan primary 

cae-cat6k-1(config-vlan)# private-vlan association 127-128 

 

cae-cat6k-1(config)#vlan 127 
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cae-cat6k-1(config-vlan)# private-vlan isolated 

 

cae-cat6k-1(config)#vlan 128 

cae-cat6k-1(config-vlan)# private-vlan community 
 

Verification steps: 
 

Make sure that vlan 126-128 are passed on the Catalyst switch ports that connect to the UCS 6100s. 
 

cae-cat6k-1#show run int ten 2/3 

Building configuration... 

 

Current configuration : 210 bytes 

! 

interface TenGigabitEthernet2/3 

 description to UCS 6100-2-A 

 switchport 

 switchport trunk encapsulation dot1q 

 switchport trunk allowed vlan 1,2,10,126-128,150-155 

 switchport mode trunk 

 no ip address 

end 

 

cae-cat6k-1#show run int ten 2/4 

Building configuration... 

 

Current configuration : 210 bytes 

! 

interface TenGigabitEthernet2/4 

 description to UCS 6100-2-B 

 switchport 

 switchport trunk encapsulation dot1q 

 switchport trunk allowed vlan 1,2,10,126-128,150-155 

 switchport mode trunk 

 no ip address 

end 

 

3.1.3 Create Primary and Isolated VLANs in UCSM 
 

Creating Primary VLAN  
 

On UCS create a VLAN from the LAN tab: 
 

Our primary vlan is 126.  Make sure you set the “Sharing Type” to “Primary”. This should match the 

primary vlan setting on the upstream switch. 
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Creating Isolated VLAN: 
 

Our Isolated VLAN is vlan 127. Create VLAN 127 as an isolated LVAN with VLAN 126 as the primary. 
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Verify PVLANS are created 
 

On the 6100 via the CLI: 
 
rtp-6100-2-A# scope eth-uplink  

rtp-6100-2-A /eth-uplink # 

rtp-6100-2-A /eth-uplink # show vlan 

 

VLAN: 

    Name       VLAN ID    Fabric ID Native VLAN Sharing Type Primary Vlan 

    ---------- ---------- --------- ----------- ------------ ------------ 

    default    1          Dual      Yes         None 

    Isolated-vlan127 

               127        Dual      No          Isolated     Primary-vlan126 

    Primary-vlan126 

               126        Dual      No          Primary 

    VLAN10     10         Dual      No          None 

    VLAN150    150        Dual      No          None 

    VLAN151    151        Dual      No          None 

    VLAN152    152        Dual      No          None 

    VLAN153    153        Dual      No          Primary 

    VLAN154    154        Dual      No          None 

    VLAN155    155        Dual      No          None 

    VLAN2      2          Dual      No          None 
 

Via NXOS on the FI 

 
rtp-6100-2-A(nxos)# show vlan 
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VLAN Name                             Status    Ports 

---- -------------------------------- --------- ------------------------------- 

[snip] 

 

4048 VLAN4048                         active    Eth1/17 

VLAN Name                             Status    Ports 

---- -------------------------------- --------- ------------------------------- 

 

Remote SPAN VLANs 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Primary  Secondary  Type             Ports  

-------  ---------  ---------------  ------------------------------------------- 

126      127        isolated          

153                 primary           

 

3.1.4 Create a Service Profile using the PVLAN configuration 
 

Configuration steps: 
 
Create a Service profile with only the isolated vlan as the available vlan for the vNICs 

 

 
 

Finish creating the Service Profile and then associate it to a Server.   

 

Clone or create a new SP with the same configuration. Associate the SP to a server and load an OS on the 

blades. 
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Verify steps: 
 

Your SPs should look as follows via the GUI 
 

 
 

From the CLI you can run the following commands 

 

Connect to NXOS 

 
rtp-6100-2-A(nxos)# show mac address-table vlan 126 

Legend:  

        * - primary entry, G - Gateway MAC, (R) - Routed MAC, O - Overlay MAC 

        age - seconds since last seen,+ - primary entry using vPC Peer-Link 

   VLAN     MAC Address      Type      age     Secure NTFY    Ports           

---------+-----------------+--------+---------+------+----+------------------ 

* 126      0023.04c6.a09d    static    0          F    F  veth729 

* 126      0026.510b.78d7    static    0          F    F  veth733 

 

rtp-6100-2-A(nxos)# show mac address-table vlan 127 

Legend:  

        * - primary entry, G - Gateway MAC, (R) - Routed MAC, O - Overlay MAC 

        age – seconds since last seen,+ - primary entry using vPC Peer-Link 

   VLAN     MAC Address      Type      age     Secure NTFY    Ports           

---------+-----------------+--------+---------+------+----+------------------ 

* 127      0023.04c6.a09d    static    0          F    F  veth729 

* 127      0026.510b.78d7    static    0          F    F  veth733 

 
Note how the MAC addresses of the servers are visible on both vlan 126 and vlan 127 
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On the hosts run ping tests to verify that they are isolated from each other but can see the 126 subnet. In 

this example the hosts are at 192.168.126.10 and 192.168.26.11 and the gateway is 192.168.126.1 

 

Here you can see that 192.168.126.10 can ping .1 but not .11 

 

 
 

And here you can see that  192.168.126.11 can ping .1 but not .10 
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You can also verify from external hosts that are on the community network that they are unable to ping 

the blades on the isolated network. 
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Above I have a VM that is connected via Nexus 1000V that is on the community VLAN 128. This VM is 

on a remote host off the upstream switch shared with UCS. The VM can ping another VM in the 

community VLAN and the default router but is unable to ping the blades on the isolated vlan 

(192.168.126.10 and .11) 

 

You can also verify the MAC table on the upstream switch to verify that all the interfaces are in the 

primary vlan 
 

cae-cat6k-1#show mac-address-table vlan 126 

Legend: * - primary entry 

        age - seconds since last seen 

        n/a - not available 

 

  vlan   mac address     type    learn     age              ports 

------+----------------+--------+-----+----------+-------------------------- 

*  126  0050.564e.a17f   dynamic  Yes        305   Te2/4 

*  126  3333.0000.0016    static  Yes          -   Switch,Stby-Switch 

*  126  0050.5681.634c   dynamic  Yes        460   Gi4/13 

*  126  0016.9cd3.fc00    static  No           -   Router 

*  126  0050.5644.231d   dynamic  Yes         95   Te2/4 

*  126  0050.56b1.514f   dynamic  Yes        100   Gi4/13 

*  126  3333.0000.0001    static  Yes          -   Switch,Stby-Switch 

*  126  3333.0000.000d    static  Yes          -   Te2/1,Te2/2,Te2/3,Te2/4 

                                                   Gi3/7,Gi3/10,Gi3/12,Gi3/13 

                                                   Gi3/15,Gi3/17,Gi3/19,Gi3/20 

                                                   Gi3/21,Gi3/22,Gi3/23,Gi3/24 

                                                   Gi3/25,Gi3/27,Gi3/32,Gi3/34 

                                                   Gi3/36,Gi3/38,Gi4/1,Gi4/2 

                                                   Gi4/3,Gi4/4,Gi4/5,Gi4/7 

                                                   Gi4/9,Gi4/11,Gi4/12,Gi4/13 

                                                   Gi4/14,Gi4/15,Gi4/16,Gi4/17 

Here I can ping another host on 

the community vlan 

Here you can see from the 

community vlan we cannot ping 

the ioslated vlan 
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                                                   Gi4/19,Gi4/25,Gi4/26,Gi4/27 

                                                   Gi4/29,Gi4/31,Gi4/36,Gi4/47 

                                                   Gi4/48,Router,Switch 

*  126  0050.56b1.1733   dynamic  Yes         95   Gi4/15 

 

 

 


